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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

Corn: 1 around 

Wheat: 1 around 

Soybeans: 1 to 3 lower 

Soybean Meal .5 around 

Soybean Oil: 5 around 

 

 

Weather:   

 A cutoff system will hang out over the Southeast U.S. through the rest of the week, finally pushing eastward this 
weekend. Otherwise, a trough-west and ridge-east pattern is shaping up for the week. The western trough will 
induce periods of showers east of the Rockies through early next week as it slowly weakens and pushes into the 
Plains. A broad trough will likely take over in the middle to later portions of next week. The U.S. and European 
models are similar with the overall pattern but are different in how they treat the precipitation and storm systems 
throughout the 10-day period. The models continue to have consistency issues. I will use the European 
ensembles. For the outlook period, temperatures on Sunday will be above normal from the Midwest down to the 
Delta and points east with near to blow normal temperatures to the west. Temperatures will warm early next 
week, slowly in the Plains, as the trough weakens early next week, and the ridge takes over. The western 
trough's slow progression eastward will enable multiple periods of moderate precipitation for the major crop 
areas, especially for the southeastern Plains into the western Midwest. -DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (SPRING WHEAT/CORN/FIELDWORK): The slow-moving trough will bring multiple 
periods of showers to the region through Sunday. This will be beneficial to emerging crops but could cause 
planting delays. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (WINTER WHEAT/CORN): Some recent shower activity has been beneficial to 
the drier southwest portions of the region but were hit and miss and not everyone benefited. A slow-moving 
trough will bring periods of rainfall to the entire region Wednesday-Sunday, including those drier sections, 
benefiting developing to reproductive wheat. Wetter weather will continue in the eastern Plains next week. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT/FIELDWORK): Heavy rainfall moving through the region over the last 
couple of days will turn more showery than steady but continue over eastern areas through Friday and cause 
planting delays. Many areas have seen flooding from the system and planting has been delayed, otherwise the 
showers were beneficial to emerging crops. A slow-moving trough will bring additional moderate to heavy rain 
chances late in the week through the middle of next week, mostly in the west. -DTN 

DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON/FIELDWORK): Scattered moderate showers over the weekend have been 
beneficial to emerging crops. Somewhat drier weather is expected this week, though isolated showers will move 
through each day for different areas. Areas still looking to get planted may find windows while emerging crops 
will continue to have good growing conditions. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON): Showers last week were not enough to overcome recent dryness for central and 
northern areas, though southern areas did see highly beneficial rainfall for wheat, corn, and cotton. Another 
system moves south to north late this week with more beneficial rain for southern areas and little help for 
northern areas. -DTN 

The Stories of the Day: 

Got no idea what all this means but it sounds important 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/technology/hackers-turn-
supercomputers-into-cryptocurrency-mining-rigs/ar-
BB14gicV?ocid=spartandhp 
Since its back in the news: https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/health-
news/what-to-know-about-the-malaria-drug-trump-says-he-is-using/ar-
BB14h84P?li=BBnb7Kz&ocid=spartandhp  
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ARGENTINA (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): A stronger system is expected for the middle of the week with 
widespread moderate showers, benefiting emerging wheat. -DTN 

EUROPE (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/FIELDWORK): Overall, conditions are favorable for developing to 
reproductive winter grains and emerging summer crops. Showers have increased across the north and east and 
look to be on the increase for the southeast this week. The ones being left out are in the northwest, where 
drought conditions are beginning to develop. However, some shower activity will move through this region late 
this week. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (WINTER WHEAT/FIELDWORK): Overall, conditions are favorable for developing to 
reproductive winter grains and emerging summer crops. Periods of scattered showers have been more 
noticeable in Ukraine than southern Russia, but periods of showers will continue in the region over the next 7-10 
days. -DTN 

NORTHWEST AFRICA (WINTER WHEAT): Reproductive to filling wheat in Algeria and Tunisia will see some 
beneficial rainfall through the middle of the week, improving soil moisture. Nothing can be done at this point to 
save the crop in Morocco. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT): Conditions are favorable for continued winter wheat planting over the next 
several days. Western areas could use more rainfall, which has been lacking recently. But in the east, soil 
moisture is adequate and additional showers are expected this week. -DTN 

SOUTH AFRICA (CORN/SUGARCANE): Mostly dry conditions will favor harvesting corn and sugarcane. -DTN 

CHINA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/CORN/SOYBEANS): Periods of showers in the central and north this 
week will boost soil moisture for planting and emerging corn and soybeans. Heavy showers in the south 
continue to be beneficial for sugarcane and rice. -DTN 

INDIA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/RICE/COTTON): Rainfall continues to increase across the country as we 
head toward the monsoon season which will begin in a couple of weeks. This is beneficial to all areas for 
prepping soils for planting. Tropical Cyclone Amphan looks to make landfall in West Bengal India or western 
Bangladesh on Wednesday. Wind and flooding damage from the Category 2-3 storm could have major 
implications for infrastructure as the system sits in the region through the rest of the week. An outbreak of 
locusts continues in Pakistan. Extensive damage has been reported for the early cotton and winter wheat crops. 
The swarm may start to devastate newly planted cotton and threatens western India this summer as well. -DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian July Palm Oil up 40 Ringgits…Indian buying Malaysian palm oil once again  

• Dalian Futures exchange Sept corn up 3 vs. the Yuan, Sept beans down 13, Sept meal up 7, Sept bean 
oil up 12 

• Asian Equity markets were higher Japan’s Nikkei up 1.50%, China’s Shanghai up .5%   

• To start their day European Equity markets are lower Dax down .5% London FTSE down .5% 

• MATIF markets are mixed June Corn unchanged vs. the Euro, August Rapeseed down 1.50, Sept Wheat 
down .50  

• Save the Date…May 22nd... China's National People's Congress is due to start on Friday…Many in the 
market are anticipating news on fresh stimulus measures to restart the Chinese economy. Ahead of the 
congress, China has issued guidelines on bringing services and infrastructure in its western regions up 
to the same standard as its eastern regions -DJ 

• Save the Date…May 25th…US Memorial Day 
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• Save the Date…May 28th…1Q US GDP  

• Save the Date…May 28th…US weekly jobless claims  

• Save the Date…June 6th…US monthly employment numbers  

• Covid-19, the go here not there edition https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/healthcare/cities-with-the-
highest-number-of-covid-19-cases/ss-BB1463sV?li=BBnbfcL&ocid=spartandhp  

• ASF, S. Korea develops kid to detect the fever https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1277367/s-korea-develops-
test-kits-for-african-swine-fever  

• Fall Armyworm, Bangladesh brings a new weapon to the fight https://www.prnewswire.com/news-
releases/fawligen-registered-in-bangladesh-301061228.html  

• Locust, E. Africa fact sheet # 3 https://reliefweb.int/report/ethiopia/east-africa-desert-locust-crisis-fact-
sheet-3-fiscal-year-fy-2020  

• Cyclone during a pandemic and having to move 1.0 million people 
https://apnews.com/b352ace4688b5c11de7dd3bc9b5dec33  

• USDA on Monday rated 52% of the winter wheat crop good/excellent, and that 60% of the spring wheat 
crop has been planted, 80% of the corn crop and 53% of the bean crop  

Commentary:   

We know that there are plenty of summer hurdles to make trend line yields for corn and bean here in the states. 
Hurdles such as summer heat for pollination of the spring planted crops or the impact of an early end to the 
growing season. We started the 2020 planting season in great shape with rapid progress being made. Between 
the collapse of ethanol demand, the massive crude oil break, and the great start to planting the markets took a 
lot of risk premium out of new crop values. This risk reduction seems warranted viewed through the lens of the 
latest USDA S&D reports which showed new crop corn carryout going to a 3 decade high. These are some of 
the reasons that the MM fund have grown their short position in corn to start this week close to 240,000 
contracts. The MM funds right now own close to 16.8% of the open interest. In April of 2019, the MM funds grew 
their short position to a record level at 322,215 contracts at that time they owned 17.5% of open interest. May 
20th of 2019 CN20 traded to a low of 419 ½. By June 18th of 2019 CN traded to a high of 478. MM Funds moved 
out of their record short and built a sizable long right as the market started putting in a huge amount of weather 
premium due to the off the scale late planting of spring crops that year. We are not saying that this will happen 
this year. That said we feel the market might have grown complacent of the hurdles ahead to make trend line 
yields. We also think that because we ended April cool and started May downright cold that the perceived early 
start to the planting season has now morphed into a routine start. Yesterday the USDA told us that 43% of the 
corn crop has emerged vs. the 5 year average of 40%. They told us that 18% of the bean crop is up vs. the 5 
year average of 12%. Of note 2019 corn and beans went in very late.  It is interesting to note the 5 year 
average for corn plantings using years 2014-2018 have the average at emergence at 49% For beans if 
you use 2014-2018 as the 5 year average bean emergence is at 17%. The point here is that do not be fooled, 
this is a normal planting cycle for corn and beans and with it we should maintain normal risk premiums until the 
at least the crops get through critical growth stages this summer. In other words, for spec shorts if you continue 
to be short, which give the latest S&Ds in the middle of a pandemic seems like a reasonable thing to be, do not 
be complacent. If one can not say buy it at the market then one should be checking in with the head of our 
technical team, Eric Leese, to game plan areas for protective stops.  

 

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 
loss in excess of their margin deposits. You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 

investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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